Adobe Dreamweaver CC: The Professional Portfolio
There is a new version of this book. [Link to the new version](http://www...com/dp/193620147X). Any orders that are placed for Dreamweaver CC will be fulfilled with the CC 2014 version. If you need the 2013 version you must contact our offices directly.
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**Customer Reviews**

Had an awful experience using this text book. Author’s explanations were often vague, disorganized and scattered. On several occasions our instructor had to "correct" what the authors had written. There were multiple typos - even with code! Minuscule type - screen shots were so tiny that I had to use Grandmother’s magnifying glass, use of decorative type was illegible, for example "u" and "v" were the same, difficulty distinguishing between "a," "e" and "0." Authors sometimes adopt a superior stance that is discouraging. For example, they write that JavaScript is "very confusing" and compare it to "ancient Sanskrit." Instructors, I beg you not to use this book when teaching Dreamweaver CC!
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